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Ditto ev training emerald

In Pokémon Ruby, Sapphire &amp; Emerald, the fight against wild Pokémon is the name of the game. Fortunately, there are plenty of decent training places where you are almost guaranteed to fight the Pokémon you need. These games don't have power items, so you'll have to rely on Macho Brace to speed up training, just like Pokérus,
if you're lucky enough to have one. Remember that if you get 1 EV from Pokémon, it will be 2 EVs if you have either Macho Brace or Pokérus, and it will be 4 EVs if you have both. Likewise for 2 EV Pokémon it's 4 EVs and 8 EVs. EV Training Spots Below you'll find recommended locations and Pokémon for EV training. Pokémon name is
bold and location is usually in parentheses, along with meeting rate. These recommendations are aimed at providing you with the highest meeting rate for the appropriate value of the effort you are training, although alternative options may sometimes be available. HP Whismur (Rusturf Tunnel — 100%) provides 1 HP EV. Attack Corphish
(Route 102, Route 117 or Petalburg City – all 100% with Super Rod) gives 1 Attack EV. Defense Clamperl (Underwater Route 124 or Underwater Route 126 - 65% with Dive) gives 1 defense EV. Only in Pokémon Emerald has Magma Hideout Geodude (55%) that gives 1 defense EV, both Graveler (15%) and Torkoal (30%) which give 2
defense EVs each. It may be harder to count, but there's a 100% chance of getting defense EVs out of fights in the area. Special Attack Numel (Route 112 — 75%) gives 1 Special Attack EV. Spinda (Road 113 — 70%) Gives 1 Special Attack EV. Special Defense Tentacool (Abandoned Ship - 99% when surfing) gives 1 Special Defense
EV. Tentacruel (also in an abandoned ship - 1% when surfing) gives 2 special defense EVs. Speed Wingull (Route 104 - 95% when surfing) gives 1 EV speed. How many EVs you will actually get It is important to remember that all of the above numbers for how many EVs each Pokémon give are their base yield, so that's ahead of all
multipliers or bonuses. The actual number you get should be much higher. Here's a little cheatsheet for how many EVs you get (the basic EV yield is the number you see listed in the meeting): If you don't have Macho Brace or Pokérus... If the base yield is EV Pokémon 1, you get 1 EV each. If the base yield is EV Pokémon 3, you get 3
EVs each. If you have Macho Brace but not Pokérus or Pokérus but not Macho Brace... If the base yield is EV Pokémon 1, you get 2 EVs each. If the base yield is EV Pokémon 2, you get 4 EVs each. If the base yield is EV Pokémon 3, you get 6 EVs each. If you have Macho Brace and Pokérus... If the base yield is EV Pokémon 1, you
get 4 EVs each. If the Basic EV yield is 2, you get 8 EVs each. If the base yield is EV Pokémon 3, you get 12 EVs each. ©2000-2012, 2019 Marriland and its licensors. All rights reserved. Pokémon characters and names are copyrighted by © of Pokémon and/or Nintendo. So I'm playing through Fire Red, and I want to try some Pokémon
I've never used before. I was thinking about Ditto. But I wonder if Ditto will remain very weak when he turns. I just fought Snorlax with Ditto and Snorlax two-shotted transformed Ditto (into Snorlax of course) with Headbutt. Is Ditto transformation useless if what it transforms into can only knock it out easily because it's low statistics? Ditto
copies every stat except hp I believe. This could be your problem so, pump some HP Up, or what drug is into it, and try to max out its HP EV's best? I recommend using smeargle with transformation instead, but yes pumping into hp would be best. It transforms into a destination, copies its statistics (except HP), moves (at 5 PP), type,
weight and abilities. Statistics are copied accurately, regardless of electric cars, ivy and level. IVs targets are copied for hidden energy purposes as well. The transformation copies the kind of target, which means that DeapSeaScale, DeepSeaTooth, Light Ball, Metal Powder, Quick Powder, Soul Dew, and Thick Club are activated only if
the target is the right kind. The level is not copied, so a low Pokemon level does less damage than a high-level Pokémon when using the same motion (because the attacker level is part of the damage formula). Choice Band, Choice Scarf and Choice Specs maintain transformation support. Transforming Pokémon is allowed to choose a
new move. If Pokémon transforms into Giratina-O, it will immediately return to the modified Giratina form because it does not hold griseous orb. quoted from the name of a website that is censored for some reason? You can also have Ditto hold metal powder to increase ditto spec. Def and Def. statistics by 50%. That might help Ditt have
a better chance of survival. Yes, vitamin boost and ev training Ditto in HP stat is your best bet if you decide to use Ditto. Ditto also copies the speed of the catch, so don't keep your Mewtwo active if you try to catch it. ; P I think I'm just going to give up on Ditt. Its HP stat is so low, even with HP Ups, and transform breaks if it gets switched
out (which I didn't know). Oh, good. Loving Arbok and electrode. They have never used them before and both are very helpful. Butterfree was also useful in my Leaf Green. Primeape is good to try I had an animal Raticate in my Pokemon Red, but then I just trained it more than anything and didn't bother with my starter. I think you can get
smeargle to have transformed in Fire Red because ditto is wild in the game. Even if the double battles are not on fire red/ leaf green, still have to have transformation. Smeargle is located in altering cave in FR / LG- while ditto can be found in several places. Take a dtto and smeargle and place them in a nursery on Four Island. Smeargle
has Sketch, now go find wild ditto and Sketch-like Smeargle will be slower than Ditto. And now you have smeargle with transformation to FR / LG. I think you can get smeargle to have transformed in Fire Red because ditto is wild in the game. Even if the double battles are not in the fire red/leaf green, you can still have smeargle with
transformation. Smeargle is located in altering cave in FR / LG- while ditto can be found in several places. Take a dtto and smeargle and place them in a nursery on Four Island. Smeargle has Sketch, now go find wild ditto and Sketch-like Smeargle will be slower than Ditto. And now you have smeargle with transformation to FR / LG. You
didn't even try what you just said, did you? : nonono: When Smeargle tries to sketch transformation in any game other than R/S it will say it will fail. And even in R/S it's harder than what you just said. Just using a sketch while being slower than Ditto will have it fail too. Try it yourself and you'll see. ^ How does it fail? For a sketch to work,
the sketch must be used after the move to make the move a permanent sketch replacement. Catch a smear in the Cave Altering. Get Ditto. Make eggs at the nursery on island four. Hatch eggs to get level 5 Smeargle. Smeargle has a Sketch. Take this Smeargle and fight him against Ditt. Ditto must go first, uses transformation, becomes
smeargle. Smeargle then uses Sketch, and then has a transformation. If there is no glitch or limitation of programming that makes Sketch can not work in FR / LG that I am not aware of, it works, and yes, I did it. I also double check the information on another site (Bulbapedia) and also check serebii-becouse I have recolect that several
moves can not be sketched as explosion and selfdistruct. It can be done, it takes time and getting Ditto transformed first. I don't have a copy of FR/LG anymore, but I'm sure I'll find someone who does and see if it's impossible to get smeargle to sketch transformation. ^ How does it fail? For a sketch to work, the sketch must be used after
the move to make the move a permanent sketch replacement. Catch a smear in the Cave Altering. Get Ditto. Make eggs at the nursery on island four. Hatch eggs to get level 5 Smeargle. Smeargle has a Sketch. Take this Smeargle and fight him against Ditt. Ditto must go first, uses transformation, becomes smeargle. Smeargle then uses
Sketch, and then has a transformation. I know how Sketch works... If there is no glitch or limitation of programming that makes Sketch can not work in FR / LG that I am not aware of, it works, and yes, I did it. It is. And I just spent last 30 minutes digging up my Lg and finding a wild Ditto to make sure I wasn't wrong. That's how it just went:
Wild Ditto appeared. Ditto uses Transform on Smeargle. Smeargle used Sketch. But it failed. I can even take a picture if you want more evidence. Appart from the fact that it can't even be sketched as usual in R/S. You have to have Transformation fail in some way to make it sketchable. Most often by ditto sleeping. I also double check the
information on another site (Bulbapedia) and also check serebii-becouse I have recolect that several moves can not be sketched as explosion and selfdistruct. There are several strokes that can not be sketched, but explosions and selfdistruct are not two of them. I don't know where you thought those two weren't drawing. It can be done, it



takes time and getting Ditto transformed first. Maybe your game had a flaw? That's the only thing I can think of that would make you do it. That would be a pretty nice flaw though. Last edited: August 24, 2010 ^ not trying to argue-I'm not saying I don't trust you. Logically, the way I mentioned it shows that it could work. If there is a glitch
that keeps it from working it bites, as a player who tries to keep updated as much as possible on things like this problem. I am also aware that Sketch was not able to copy selfdistruct/explosion in an earlier game before R/S/E. If the pokie has a wet ability, the sketch will work. I wasn't suggesting sketch could ever copy two movements. It's
been years since I played LG-maybe I'm wrong in smeargle sketching transformation and maybe it was in Emerald that I did it. That's why I'm glad there's an electronic thread to discuss things like this. In the process, I said- it should work. And I have no problem accepting that it won't work due to some programming glitch or limitations.
Also, there are different versions of games as in programming glitches. It was done with Emerald-as it had version 1.0/ 1.1/1.2- as glitches found in Japanese games were found, have been fixed for english versions and cycyled in- As in emerald- there is a way to get pokerus through wild pokie on route 114- and it is in version 1.0 and not
in version 1.1/1.2 copies. I have no proof-all, what I can say is that I and others in the past have all captured virused pokies on this route after getting a call from a trainer who says something wiered happened to me when I was training on route 114, you should come and look at it anyway if the glitch keeps the sketch from work, I agree
that-and-I must have sketched to transform one emerald or had another version of LG with a fixed glitch. at least we are on the same path to try and provide the best and accurate information through research and personal experience-I see no reason to put it into or power struggle for say – look at all the glitches and other bugs
found/exploited in other pokemon games – like mew glitch in blue/red originals? (&lt; example) If there is a glitch that keeps it from working it bites, as a player who tries to keep updated as much as possible on things like this problem. It's all right. I'm sorry I got a little upset. We both seem to be proud to know how games work. I am also
aware that Sketch was not able to copy selfdistruct/explosion in an earlier game before R/S/E. If the pokie has a wet ability, the sketch will work. I wasn't suggesting sketch could ever copy two movements. Another way to do this is to sketch Pokémon using while that Pokemon sleeps. It's been years since I played LG-maybe I'm wrong in
smeargle sketching transformation and maybe it was in Emerald that I did it. That could be it. I don't think I've ever tried it in Emerald. Anyway, if the glitch keeps the sketch from working, I agree that-and-I must have sketched to transform one emerald or had another version of LG with a fixed glitch. That would be interesting to find out.
Maybe mine are the ones with the glitch/ defect? I bought my release date. When did you buy your one(s)? at least we are on the same path to try and provide the best and accurate information through research and personal experience–I see no reason to put it into discussion or power struggle for say-look at all the glitches and other
bugs found/exploited in other pokemon games – like mew glitch in blue/red originals? (&lt; example) Yes, I agree. And that Mew glitch was fun. I still have a red game saved infront to show it to other people. I didn't get a copy of LG's release, but I did get my Emerald pre-order. I wish I had a video of a phone call from a coach saying he
came to route 114 for poker. It was the first time I ever got the virus-and I'm still pokie I originally caught now on my SS-those others I swapped with friends. Yes, I think we're both proud to know as well as we do. I'm glad to finally find a place to talk about these things and not have people be like Huh? - and that's after they laugh at me for
not even playing the game... I'm curious to know if there are different 1.0 vr for LG/FR-emerald does. You're awsome (crying) im so glad there are other people who love pokemon (sobbing) Anyway I have a few questions oh and um... whoever started this post sorry for changing the subject I just do not know how to write something on this
website ... my questions are what mew glitch? How? and poker?! Ultimatedra ive read what you post and how to help people so im guessing your one of the higher ups... I hope you and I can meet and have a pokémon battle one day id wanted to see how for it.... wow I just sounded like character lol but i think and thanks oh um im not
sure if im allowed to do this but i haven't seen anything against it in your rules so uh how do you take professor exam i meet the qualifications but says i can't take the one who started this post again im sorry for changing the subject but im new here
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